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Summary: Shakespeare With a Twist 
Vista L.A. profiles the country's leading thoroughbred horse-racer, second-generation jockey 
Garrett Gomez. Then, we hit the stage with Tony Plana was born in Havana, Cuba. As a kid, 
he was exposed to the magic of theatre and what being on stage felt like...and that feeling 
never left him. Today, he's not only on ABC's hit show "Ugly Betty" but, he also devotes time 
to his first love, theatre! Tony is paying it forward to children from East L.A. through a program 
called "East L.A. Classic Theatre.", a non-profit program where professional Latino and 
minority artists come together to expose kids from East L.A. to the Arts; masterpiece theatre 
productions, musicals and classical literature. Next, trailblazing Latino directors. Vista LA 
takes a close look at the careers of Mexican-born Directors; Alejandro Inarritu, Guillermo del 
Toro and Alfonso Cuaron. Then meet music mastermind Gustavo Santaolalla, the Grammy 
and Oscar-winning music composer behind the music of movies such as, Babel, Motorcycle 
Diaries, and Amores Perros. And, Vista tells you all about a new comedy film that is written 
and directed by Judy Hecht Dumontet, Tortilla Heaven is primarily a Latino cast with some 
well-known actors, such as, George Lopez and Lupe Ontiveros. It's a comical movie with a 
positive message. Last, an art exhibit called Strange New World: Art and Design from Tijuana 
is the first major traveling exhibition to explore and celebrate the vibrant art scene in Tijuana, 
Mexico, one of the world's leading crucibles of cultural innovation. The city has also emerged 
as the center of the internationally renowned "Nortec" musical movement. Through art and 
music, a collective of artists capture visions of Tijuana not often seen, in its full complexity and 
beauty. 
 
 
Hosts:  
Danny Romero; ABC 7 Weather forecaster 
 
 
Guests:  
Garret Gomez, Tony Plana; Actor, Andrea Perez; student, Emily Cuellar; student, Guillermo 
Del Toro, Alfonso Cuaron, Alejandro Inarritu, Gustavo Sataolalla; Composer, Judy Dumonted; 
Director, Jose Zuniga, Elpidia Carrillo, Josh Kun; Associate Professor USC, Yvonne Venegas; 
Photographer, Elsa Longhauser; Museum Curator 
 
 
 
 

 


